Sub: Quality control on PMGSY works.

To ascertain good quality control, following instructions be followed henceforth, for PMGSY works:

1. Work of CC road is to be taken-up only after arrangement of required machinery of CC work and submission of certificate by contractor and verification by Engineer in charge.
2. Payment of CC works to be released after conducting test at least one sample in each 500 meter length by Core Cutter, at site.
3. No work to be finalized without checking of BI surface by Roughometer & getting result of "Good" category as per IRC: SP-16, 2004.
4. Payment of BM shall be paid only after detailed checking of density and bitumen contents by picking up at least 2 samples in each kilometer by Core Cutter, at site.

These tests are in addition to other tests being carried out as per norms. Strict compliance of this order should be ensured.

Further in this context, directions already issued vide CE (NH) letter No 1/20 (187) /Sec/PPR/CRF/DB dated 13-04-06, CE(R-I) letter No CE/PWD/SF(P&M)/D-123 dated 11-09-2007, No.108 dated 10-12-2007 & Secretary, PWD No SE (PMGSY)/CIRC/2008/D-2829 dated 05-03-08 to be strictly complied for PMGSY works.

Please acknowledge the receipt of this circular.

CHIEF ENGINEER (PMGSY)

Copy submitted to the followings for kind information please:

1. PS to Honble PWM, Rajasthan, Jaipur.
2. PS to Pr. Secretary, PWD, Rajasthan, Jaipur
3. PS to Secretary, PWD, Rajasthan, Jaipur

Copy to following for immediate compliance:

1. The Additional Chief Engineer, PWD, Zone _____(All)
2. The Superintending Engineer, PWD, Circle _____(All)
3. The Executive Engineer, PWD, Division _____(All)

CHIEF ENGINEER (PMGSY)